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TESTS OF TWO FULL-SCALE PROPELLERS WITH DIFFERENT PITCH DISTRIBUTIONS,
AT BLADE ANGLES UP TO 60°

By DAVID BI~RM.iM and EDTIN P. HARTMAN

SUMMARY

ho S-blade 10~oot propellers were operated in jiont
oj a liquid-cooled en~”nenacelle. Tite propellers difered
only in p“tch distribution; one had normal distribution
(nearly constant p“tch for a blade angle of 16° at 0.76
radius), and the other had the pitch of the tip ~ections
decreasedwith respect to that for the shank sections (blade
angle of 36° for nearly constant pitch distrz”butior,). Pro-
peller bladeangles at 0.75Rjrona 16° to 60°, corresponding
to design speeds up to 600 miles per hour, were investi-
gated.

The results indicated that the propultice eficieney at a
blade angle of 60° was about 9 percent less tha:nthe mati-
muna aalue of 86 percent, which occurred at a blade angle
of aboui 30°. Tle ejiciency at a blade angle of 60° was
increased about 7 percent by correctingfor the e~ect of a
sp”nner and, at a blade angle of 30°, about $3percent.
T7Mpeak efitiencieg for the propeller huuing the uxzshed-
out pitch distm”butionwere slightly lesg than for the normal
propeller but the take-of ejhiency was generally higher.

INTRODUCTION

Tests of full-scale propek-s made at the X. .& C. A
have previously been confined to blade angles at 0.75R
of 45° and less, which correspond to airplane speeds
below 400 rides per hour for tip speeds of 1,000 feet
per second. If lower tip speeds were employed to
reduce compressibility losses for the take-off, the cor-
responding air speeds would be even lower. In view
of the trend toward greater airplane speed, it is obviously
dwirable to have available propeller data covering aII
contemplated design conditions for a period of several
yeara. The present investigation extends the blade-
angle range to 60°, which corresponds to a design air
speed of about 500 miles per hour for a tip speed of
1,000 feet per second or to 400 miles per hour for a tip
speed of 800 feet per second. (See fig. 1.)

One of the propellers investigated was designed with
a nearly uniform pitoh distribution for a blade-angle
setting of about 15° at the 0.75 radius. When the
blades are set at higher angles, the pitch increases with
the radius. Twts of model propellem (reference 1)
have ahown that, for a tractor propeller, a radial in-
crease in pitoh near the hub is benticial but that a
further radial increase in pitch near the tips is harmful.

Aa the present investigation was to cover a wide range
of blade angles, it was believed that the pitch distribu-
tion of the test blades woild not be entirely satisfactory
for all blade angles. The program was therefore laid
out to include testa with the pitch maintained con-
stant over the outer hrdves of the blades for blade angles
of 15°, 25°, and 35° and also to include teats showing

FIGCEEL-Dedgn conditions formuimum eMcIency. Pro@ler SE8S-9wtth
.@nner.

the effects of a radial engine naceIle and of a Iiquid-
cooled engine naceIIe. Unfortunately, some of the re-
sults were in error owing to brealmge in the balance
system; only the results for the two extreme pitch dia-
tributiona tith the liquid-cooled engine nacelle are
therefore reported.

In tiew of the fact that propeller spinners are very
beneficial for high-speed airplanes equipped with
liquid-cooled engine nacehs, the results of the testa
of the propelk with the standard pitch distribution
at a blade angle of 15° are ako given for the spinner
condition.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS

The propeller-research tunnel has been modified
since the description of reference 2 was written to the
extent of installing an electric.motor to drive the tunnel
propeller and. of replacing t~e balance. with a more
modern one capable of &multaneoualy recording &Hthe
forces.

FmuEE 2.-The propellsr test wt-up with lIqnId+ooled engine nsc%lIe.

A 600-horsepower Curtiss Conqueror engine (GIV-
1570) was used to drive the test propellers. The engine
was mounted in a cradIe dynamometer free to rotate
about an axis partiel to the .propelkr axis and located
at one side of the engine. The torque reaction was

transmitted from the other aide of the engine to record-

FIQWEE8.—Lfqoid-moled s.nginenaceUetith SPMW.

ing scales located on the floor of the test chamber. The
propeller speed was measured by a calibrated electric

tachometer.

The liquid-cooled eqjne nacelle, shown in figure 2,
is o~al in cross section, 43 imhes in height, 38 inches
in width, and 126 inchw in lmgth. A detailed drawing
of the liquid-cooled and the radial engine nacelle is

giveri ~jn figure 1 of referace 3. Figure 3 shows the
liquid-cooled engine nacelle and the propeller fitted
with the spinner.

The two propellem tested in this investigation me
3-blade 10-foot-diametm propellers of C%rk Y section
and are identical except for pitch distribution. l?ropel-
ler 5868-9 is a Navy Bureau of Aeronautics design
having a fairly uniform pitch distribution over tho
outer half of the blades when set 15° at 0.75R. The
5868-X2 propelkr has a uniform pitch distribution over
the outer half of the blades when set 35°. The plan
form and the blade-form curves are given in figure 4
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and a comparison of the pitch distributions is given in
figure 5.

The method of testing in the propeller-research tun-
nel consists in maintaining the propeller speed constant
and increasing the tunne~ speed in steps up to tho

maxurn value of 115 miles per hour. Higher values

of l~nD are obtained by reducing the engine speed
until zero thrust is reached. The tests were run at tip
speeds of 525 feet per second and k to avoid com-
plications arising from compressibility. The standard
initial testing propeller speed of 1,000 r. p. m. could
not be maintained for the higher blade-angle settings
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owing to the limitation of engine power. The follow-
ing schedule was adhered h:

Propeller apeeti for tunnelspeed~ below 116 miles per hour

Bladeangle
(de%)

lnKhim~,,e,d mdedeayle ,MCr(yymg apecd

15 1,000 40 700
20 1,000 45 700
25 8CK) 50 650
20 800 55 600
35 800 60 560

For _l’inD values higher than can be obtained from

the foregoing schedule, the approximate t-t propeIIer

speed may be computed from t,herelationr. p. m. =—
Fyd

where K= 1,000 for T7=115 miles per hour and D= 10
feet.

An analysis of results from tests with the spinner for
propeller blade angles of 15°,25°, and 35° indicated that
the effect of the spinner could be trardated into a drag
value independent of the blade angle (5.5 pounds at
100 miIes per hour). The’ rewdts without the spinner
were consequently corrected for the effect of the spinner
by the formula

AC,= O.OO1O75(V/nD)2

instead of making additional tests with the spinner.
Any erroreincidental to this process are considered to be
within the experimental error. This formtia applies
only to the conditions of the present tests.

The spinner was regarded as a part of the body; the
reduction in drag of 5.5 pounds at 100 miks per hour
was therefore primarily due to enclosing the hub
portions of the propeller.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are reduced to the usual coefficients of

thrust., power, and propulsive ef6ciency defined as

effective thrust T—AD
c== @D, ‘—

@D

engine povrer
0.= ~,D

c. v
V=c. m

where
T, tension in propeller shaft, pounds.

AD, change in body drag due to slipstream, pounds.
p,mass density of the air, slugs per cubic foot.
nj propeller speed, r. p. s.
D, prope~er chneter, feet.
l“, air speed, feet per second.

Charts for selecting or designing propellers are given
in the form of C, against ~ and V/nD,

Lines of constant thrust coefficient have been super-
posed on the power-coedlicient curves to facilitate
thrust computations at alI air speeds for tied-pitch and
controllable propellers. For an outline of the methods,
see reference 3.

The test results are given in the form of charts in
figures 6 to 17. These results have aIso been tabulated

P

r/R

FmmE&-Compariwnofpitch dktribution of prapelke L18ES4and 6S8S-XZ.

in three tabks that are issued as a supplement to this
report.

Propeller 6868-9.—There is nothing unusual about
the characteristics of propelIer 5868-9 without the
spinner for the blade anglee above 45°, that is, for the
extended range of the tests. The efficiency envelope
reaches a maximum efficiency vahe of about 86 percent
at a blade-angle setting of about 30°. (See fig. 18.)
For higher angles, the efficiency drops progressively to
77 percent for the 60° setting.

The take-off criterion for a controllable propelIer,
taken as the ef6ciency at 25 percent of the design speed,
reaches a maximum value at a design 0. of 2.4, which
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corresponds to a blade-angle setting of 35° for the high-
speed condition. It may be noted that the take-off
setting is about 23°, a condition at which the blades are
on the verge of stalling. The take-off efficiency drops
with increasing ales@ (?, chiefly because of the higher
drag coefficients of the blade sections associated with
angles of attack beyond the stall. An obvious method
of reducing the take-off blade angle and yet absorbing
the power is to increase the diameter, termed a
‘(compromise” design because the high-speed &ciency
suffers slightly.

A spinner is very beneficial for propeller-body com-
binations with liquid-cooled engine nacelks, particul-
arly for conditions of high speed or high blade angle.
A gain of about 8 percent in propulsive filency for a
C, value of 3.8 (approximately 60° blade angle) is
obtained with the spinner and a lesser amount for lower
blade angles (fig. 18). The use of the spinner raises
the optimum design blade angle slightiy and flattens
the envelope of the efficiency curves to the extent that
the efficiency remains relatively high for all angles up
to 60°. Spinners me more advantageous for high speeds
because the drag of the hub portions of the blades
(5.5 pounds at 100 mike per hour) is a higher percentage
of the thrust than for 1O-Wspeeds.

PropeIler 5868-&,-When the blades of adjustable
or controllable propellers are set at angles above that
for nearly constant pitch distribution (15° for propeller
5868–9), the geometric pitch of the tip sections increases
at a more rapid rate than for the shank sections up to

some blade angle, depending upon the amount of twist
in the bladw. Beyond this angle the pitch of the
shmk sections increases at a more rapid rate, as may
be seen from the relation

p=D+n P

where P is the blade angle for any section. As the
value of P for the tip section is always smalIer than that
for a shank section by the amount of blade twist present,

.-

the difference in the tangents of the two angles becomes
greater in proportion to the differences in radii as the
blade angle at 0.75R is increased. For propeller 5868–9,
the rate of increase in pitch of the 0.2-radius sectio~
exceeds the rate for the tip section at blade angles, at
0.75R, greater than 50°. (See fig. 5.)

Although pitch distribution has only a small effect
on propeller characteristics, it would appear that some
improvement is possible, particularly for high blade
angles. The present attempt to improve the propul-
sive efficiency through ditlerent pitch dietributiom has
thus fm been unsuccessful, chiefly bemuse the results
for only one propeller (5868–XJ are available.

The envelopes of the efficiency curves for propehrs
5868–9 and 5868-X2 are shown in figure 18. The small
lose in efficiency of propeller 5868-X1 as compared ~th
that for propeller 5868–9 throughout the range inv@i-
gated is attributed to the difference in pitrh distribu-
tion. The opthmm blade angle for nearly constant
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Desl@n c,
FmumJ Is.-Comparhmi of propellers hnving dlfbrent pitch distributions end the

effectof a spkmer on the Mgh--d ef%cfencgof th pro~]k.

pitch is evidcmtly less than 35° for the conditions
investigated. Some model tests made at Wright Field
(reference 4) in which no body was mentioned indicated
that the blade angle for constant pitch should lie be-
tween 22° and 34°.

The efficiency for the take-off conditions shows a
gain for propeller 5868-X2 over that for propeller
5868–9 for design C, valuea up to about 3.0; beyond this
value there is a small loss. The reasons for this condi-
tion are apparent in figures 19.and 20, wherein a comp-
arison is made of the propeller characteristics for three
effective pitch-diameter ratios for zero thrust. It may
be noted that propeller 5868–X2 does not stall so soon
with increasing angle of attack (decreasing V/nD) as
does propeller 5868-9, which accounts for the gain in
eficiency. The efficiency ccmrputed for the take-off
criterion is taken at a value of_V/nD of one-fourth that
for h~h speed. l?ropeIIer 5868-X, consequently has a
higher take-off efficiency for conditions where the
V/nD for stall coinoides with the takeoff criterion
V/nD wd has a lower efficiency when the vahws do not

coincide. The delayed and abrupt stalling character-

istic noted for propeller 5868-X2 is evidentiy due to
the fact that more of the b~ade elements stall at the
same time than for propeller 5868–9.

Limitations and application of the test data,—In view
of the fact that the present tests were run at relatively
low tip and twmel speeds, the effect of comprcesibility,
which enters the problem at higher speeds, should not
be fcygotten. It is pointed out in rcferencc 5 that
corrections to the propeller chara.cterist.icsfor tho take-
off condition shouId be made for tip spec_dsabove about
0.5 the speed of sound.

.-

Eadier tests (reference 6) had indicated that no
appreciable loss in efficiency was evident at tip speeds
below about 0.9 the speed of sound for the high-speed
condim~on. Later evidence shows that this value applies
only to forward speeds up to 200 or 300 miles per hour.
Figure 21 is a plot of the true speeds of each propeller
section for a true tip speed of 1,000 feet per second
(approximately 0.9 the speed of sound at sea level) nnd
for dithrent flight speeds. The curve of the section
speeds corresponding h the compressibility stall was
somputed from airfoil data given in references 7 and 8
md from other high-speed airfoil data not published.
An arbitrary correction for thee-dimensional flow was
Dade for the tip sections to bring the airfoil and tho
?rop&er data into agreement at the tip. Such a
:orrection is justifiable on the grounds that induced
velocities are reduced for three-dimensional flow.

Figure 21. indicates that, for air speeds above 300
riles per hour, sections at both the hub nnd tho tips
vdl be operating beyond the compressibility stall,
wsuming that tbe airfoil datu as plotted apply to pro-
pellers,and that, at 500 miles per hour, aII but u small
)art of the propeLlerwill be operating beyond the criticnl
peed. Imses at the tips may be avoided by reducing
.he tip speed, and losses at the hub sections Inay bo
svoided either by using a large spinner or by enclosing
the blade shanks in cuds of greatm finenc~ ratio thnn
theshanks themselves. The hub sections of a propeller
]perating in front of a radial engine are shielded by tho
:owling, an arrangement that producm about tbe same
)ffect as a spinner. For very high-speed airplanes, it
wobably would be advisable to design the blade shtinka
o meet the conditions imposed by compressibility ond
o use airfoil sections having a higher criticn.1speed t.1]M]
he Clark Y section, such as the N. A. C. A, 2400-34
,eries.

Another factor limiting the tip speed is the diminish-
ingspeed of sound with temperature at increased alti-
ude. From figure 22, the probable upper limits in tlm
application of the present datu may be estimated for
Mlerent altitudes. Although 500 miles per hour seems
o be about the upper limit tit sea leveI, neglecting tip
,nd slmnk effects, that limit is reduced to about 425
~ilesper hour at 35,oOOfeet.
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CONCLUSIONS

The propulsive d3hiency at a blade angle of 60° vm.s
about 9 percent Ims than the maximum value of 86
percent, which occsurredat a blade angle of about 30°.
The efficiency at a blade angIe of 60° was incrmeed
about 7 peroent by correcting for the effect of a spinner
and at a blade angle of 30°, about 3 percent.

An attempt to improve the propulsive efficiency of
propellers set at high blade angles by reducing the
geometric pitch of the tip sections with respect to the
shank sections (namely, increasing the blade ~gle for
nearly oonstant pitch distribution from 15° to 35°)
resulted in a small loss in the bigh+peed efficiency and a
gain in the take-off efficiency for low blade angles.

The blade-angle range covered in this report is
applicable to flight conditions up to about 500 miles
per hour at sea level and about 425 miles per hour at
35,OOOfeet, provided that comprwsibility effeots at the
blade tips and shanks do not become critical.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL JbVISORY COMMImnEFOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April IJ, 1838.
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